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1 
My invention relates to linear-motor game-de 

vices, involving improvements in the art of lin 
ear motors and in the art of game-devices. 
An object of my invention is to ‘provide a 

racing-game in which each operator may sub 
stantially instantaneously control his racing-car 
by means of an on-or-off control-device which 
is associated with a chance-means which will 
cause an on-position of the control-device either 
to accelerate or retard his car. A timing-means 
is provided for limiting the time during which 
any car can be accelerated beyond its normal 
operating-speed, so that the game consists in 
each operator trying to win the race by making 
the best use‘ of the control-device at his dis 
posal, under these circumstances. 
A further object of my invention is to pro 

vide a game-device of the class just described, 
in ‘which a plurality of racing-cars constitute 
the moving elements vof a plurality of linear mo- 2' 
tors, there being a separate linear-motor drive 
for each car, and a separate linear-motor con 
trol, under‘ the chance-dominated control of a 
separate operator for each car. 
A further object is to provide an improved \ 

stationary primary member fora linear motor, 
having angle-irons acting as lateral pole-face 
extensions. ‘ 

‘ A more speci?c object of my invention is to 
provide a chance-responsive control-means, for g 
selecting either one of two eventualities, by 
means of two relay-circuits, each receiving a 
succession of impulses, the impulses alternating 
with each other, so that, when the‘ operator at 
tempts to make a choice between the two even- ‘ 
tualities, his choice depends upon which relay 
circuit happens to have a voltage-impulse in it 
at the moment when the operator completes the 
circuit. - 

A more specific object of my invention is to 
provide a racing-game of the chance~dominated 
linear-motor type, in which there is an induc 
tively energized electric light in each car, so 
that the brilliance of the light will‘ afford a 
visual indication of the amount of energy which 
is operative on each car at each instant. As a 
part of this object of the invention, I provide 
each car with a flat armature-plate having one 
or more inwardly bent portions, and winding 
means carried by said one or more inwardly bent 
portions for constituting a source of induced 4 
voltage within the car. , 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

my invention consists in the apparatus, combi 
nations, systems, circuits, parts and methods of 
design and operation, hereinafter described and 1 
claimed, and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawing, wherein 

Figure l is’ a fragmentary plan-view of a 
portion of a twoetrack racing-game embodying 
my invention, showing one of the racing-cars 
in position in its raceway, with the top part of 

2 
the car broken away to show a horizontal sec 
tional view on the section-plane I-I in Fig. 2, 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view on the 
section-plane 11-11 in Fig. l, V 

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view on the 
section-plane III--III in Fig. 1, 
Fig.4 is a fragmentary view‘similar to Fig. 3, 

showing a modi?cation, 
Fig. 5 is an across-the-line diagrammatic view 

of circuits and apparatus‘ illustrative of the elec 
trical control part of my invention, and 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary vertical longitudinal 
sectional view of a portion of a racingd-car, illus 
trating the means for energizing an electric light 
in the car. . ' 

As shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, I provide a rac 
ing-game in which there are a plurality of race 
ways I and 2. In the illustrative form of em 
bodiment of my invention, a rigid channeled 
race-track structure is provided having a flat 
base 3 and a plurality of vertical ribs 4, 5 and 
6 upstanding therefrom, with two thin insulat 
ing track-?oor plates ‘I and 8 supported, at an 
intermediate level, between the pairs of ad~ 
jacent vertical ribs ‘4, 5 and 5, 6, so that the 
upwardly projecting portions of the ribs 4, 5 
and 6, above the track-?oors 1 and 8,'constitute 
lateral guides for de?ning a separate raceway 
for each racing-car.‘ 

There is a separate racing-car for each of the 
plurality of raceways l and 2. As these cars 
are all alike, a description of one will su?ice for 
all. As shown, each car is composed of a light 
car-body H] which is supported on wheels H 
and I2, the front wheels [2 being preferably piv 
oted on a steering-bar l3 pivoted at M. The rear 
end of the steering-bar I3 is biased to its nor 
mal straight-forward position by means of a 
spring I5, while the front end of the steer~ 
ing-‘bar I3 is forked at is and provided with two 
small lateral pilot-wheels H which engage the 
respective sides of the raceway in which the car 
is located, to steer the car around the curves of 
the track. The rear end of the car In ‘is also 
preferably provided with two laterally directed 
wheels £8 for preventing any portion of the 
car from rubbing against the sidewalls of its 
racewayr ' 

In the preferred form of embodiment of my 
invention, as illustrated, each racing-car 10 con 
stitutes the movable element of a separate linear 
motor assembly. Each linear-motor assembly 
has a stator-element 20 which is disposed im 
mediately underneath the track-?oor ‘I or 8 for 
its particular raceway. Each stator-element 
comprises an elongated magnetizable member 2| 
which is separated from its associated racing-car 
H] by an airgap 22 within which the track-floor 
l or 3 is located. The magnetizable member 2| 
comprises at least one, and preferably two, 
flanged members such as angle-irons 23, with one 
of their ?ange-sides 24 disposed flat up against 
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the associated track-?oor ‘! or 8, and with their 
other ?ange or ?anges extending downwardly, 
in back-to-back. relation if there are two angle 
irons 23,, as shown. These two angle-irons 23 
may constitute all of the magnetizable member 
2| of the stator-element 20, as shown in Fig. 4, 
but preferably, as shown in Fig. 3,'the magnetiz 
able member 2| also includes a stack of mag 
netizable laminations 26 which lie between the 
downwardly extending vertical ?anges 25 of the 
two angle-irons 23. In either event, the two hori 
zontal ?anges 24 of these angle-irons, which are 
the airgap-bordering sides of the magnetizable 
member 2|, constitute lateral pole-face exten 
sions for the centrally disposed vertical ?anges 
25 of the two angle-irons 23, in Fig. 4, or for 
these two vertical ?anges 25 and the airgap 
bordering edges 21 of the stack of laminations 
26, in the form shown in Fig. 3. 
The magnetizable member‘ 2|‘ of the stator» 

element 20 has its top wall-portion, or airgap 
side, notched or slotted atsregularvintervals, as 
shown at 30, and a polyphase winding 3| is asso 
ciatedwith said notches or slots 30. Byway of 
illustration, I have shown the polyphase winding 
3| as 'a three-phase winding; the successive 
phases of which are lettered‘A, B and C, 'and'the 
successive coils of which are distinguished by nu 
merals following the letter-designation of the 
phase,’ such as the coils Al‘; A2, A3 . . An, for 
phase A. These coils are provided‘in successive 
slots or notches 30, and preferably; according 
to my invention, each c'oil lies in a plane which 
is transverse to the direction‘of elongation of the 
elongated ?anged magnetizable element 2 I, after ; 
the manner of a Gramme-ring winding, with the 
distinction, however, that Gramme-ring windings 
have not been provided, he'retoforeyon‘a mag 
netizable core having‘projecting side-?anges~24 
to provide lateral pole-face‘ extensions for they 
magnetizable core. = 

I have found that this'particular disposition 
and arrangement of the winding 3| on the mag 
netizable member 2| is particularly necessary 
and desirable in a racing-game device in‘which 
there are a plurality of ‘racing-‘tracks disposed 
close together, alongside 'of each other, so that 
there is not very much lateral room for the wind- 
ings 3|. If the winding-coils had been disposed 
horizontally, with one‘ coil-side in one slot 30, 
and another coil-side in another slot 30, further 
along the magnetizable member 2|, as in ordi 
nary modern construction, the superposed layers», 
of ‘the end-winding portions of the coils would‘ 
require too much lateral width; alongside of the 
longitudinally extending ‘magnetizable member 
2|, ‘to make it possibleifor the. several raceways 
|‘ and 2 to be disposed up close'alongside of each 
other; Thus, the p'rovision'iof the transverse, or 
Gramme-rin‘g, type ‘oflcoils provides a distinct 
advantage in reducing‘ the lateral space occupied 
by the winding, on either side of the magnetizable 
element 2 I, and‘ the provision df'the laterally di 
rected pole-‘face ?anges 24istill further reduces 
the lateral space-requirements of the winding, 
because‘ thelatera-l sides 'of the winding lie‘ be-' 
neath or back of 'the'horizo'ntal ?anges ‘24, so 
that the winding does not require any extra lat 
eral width, over and above the'transve'rse width 
of the airgap 22. My novel ?anged Gramme-ring 
structure also results in a much shorter length of 
winding-wire. ‘ I i ‘ ‘ 

With the illustrated form of construction of 
thepolyphase winding 3| ‘and the ?anged elon 
gated magnetizable member 2|, the successive 
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4 
coils, such as Al, A2, etc., of the same phase, may 
be serially connected together by means of a 
single conductor 32 whichcanbe run along either 
side of the stator-element 20. 
The stator-element 20, as just described. thus 

constitutes a ?at or developed primary member 
of a polyphase induction motor, in which a trav 
elling magnetic wave is established, as is inher 
ent in linear-motor constructions. 
Each racing-car l0 constitutes the secondary 

member, or movable element, of its own linear 
motor assembly. The bottom of each car is ?at, 
and is disposed with only a small clearance above 
the track-?oor l or 8 as the case may be, so as 
to provide the moving-element terminal of the 
airgap 22~of the linear-motor. The bottom or 
airgap-side of \each'vcar I0 includes a ?at con 
ducting plate 35, which is surmounted by a ?at 
magnetizable armature-plate 36, for completing 
the magnetic circuit of the linear-motor, as will 
be obvious, while the conducting bottom-plate 35 
acts as an eddy-current member,» or short-cir 
cuited induction-member; in which currents ‘are 
induced by thetravelling magnetic ?eld of the 
stator-element“. ‘ __ " ‘ , 

Any suitable polyphase source may be used, 
having any desired- number of phases. By way 
of illustration, I have shown, in Fig. 5, a split 
phase three-phase system in which a ‘three-phase 
line A, B, C is energized from taps 4|, 42 and 43 
of an autotransformer?, through a capacitor 
45, a resistor.46 and an inductor 47, respectively. 
The autotransformer 44 is energized, through a 
switch 48; from'‘ a- single-phase line Ll, L2, 
through an adjustable primary-tap 49. 
The control for my linear motors requires a 

double-circuit electric-supply means for making 
available two sets .of ‘intermittent voltage-im 
pulses, which are provided in two relay-buses 5! 
and 52. While any one of several means might 
be used for energizing these relay-buses 5| and 
52, I have chosen to illustrate a simplemeans 
whereby two recti?ers 53 and 54, connected in 
opposite polarities, are used to energize these re 
lay-buses‘5l and 52 from'a suitable single-‘phase 
source, ‘such as any onelof the phases, say phase 
B, of the polyphase supply A, B, C. In this man 
ner, the relay-bus 5| is_ provided with a succes 
sion of ‘positive .half-wave, voltage-impulses. 
whereas the relay-bus 52 is provided with a series 
of negative half-wave voltage-impulses, in such 
manner thatthe voltage-impulses in one relay-v 
bus occur during moments when there are sub 
stantially no; voltage-impulses impressed upon 
the other relay bus. _ , j _ _ > v 

In Fig. 5; a common return-circuit or neutral 
bus N is provided for'both the polyphase linear 
motor' currents and the' intermittent control 
circuit currents; ‘The several buses N,' 52, 5|, A, 
B and C are common to‘ all of the linear-motor 
assemblies, but each assembly has its own indi 
vidual control-equipment and its own individual 
polyphase energizing-connections. As the-equip_ 
ment and" connectionsfor each of the linear 
motor devices are identical, a description of one 
will suf?ce for all, and primes will be used to dis 
tinguish the second equipment. " ‘ ‘ “ ‘ 

While I have shown" ‘only two linear-motor 
equipments and controls, and ~only two raceways 
| and 2, it will be understood that any desired 
number of raceways may be‘ provided, with an in 
dividual equipment for each. I ‘ ‘ ' 

- As shown in‘Fig.‘5, the control for each linear 
motor assembly “consists of "a pushbutton 55, 
which is connected between the neutral bus N 
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and a conductor _56‘.. Each controleequipment 
alsov includes‘ a “forward,” relay F, a “reverse” re—~ 
lay R and; a: timing: relay T. In each case‘, the: 
operating coil of the relay is designated by a let- 
ter“ corresponding to the rei'ayedesignation, while 
the several contact-members. which are carried 
by these relays are distinguished by the‘, relay 
le‘tter‘, followed by a distinguishing number, and 
the mechanical interconnection between each 
relay-coil and its associated contacts is also“ in 
dicated ‘by means of arrows or broken lines, 
which are? intended as a conventional symbol: for 
indicating these mechanical connections between 
the rel-ayeparts, 
From. the conductor 56' in Fig. 5, a relay-circuit 

continues, through a. back-contact T51 of the 
timer T, to the operating or control-coil F of. the 
forward-relay F, and thence to a conductor 58-. 
The circuit continues from the conductor 58-, 
through a back-contact 3359 of the reverse relay 
R, to the relay-bus 52. 
A second circuit is also provided, from the con 

ductor 56, through the operating or control-coil 
T of the timing relay T, and thence to a conduc 
tor 60, which is connected to the conductor 58 
through two parallel circles, one containing a 
make-contact PM of the forward relay F, and 
the other containing a make-contact T62 of the 
timer T. 
A third relay-circuit is provided from the con 

duct'or 56‘, including the operating or control coil 
R‘ at the reversing. relay R, and thence to a con~~ 
ductor 62, which connects to the back-contact 
F62 of the forward relay F, and thence to the 
relay-bus 5 I» 
The polyphase linear-motor connections are 

shown, in_ Fig. 5, as- comprising three separate 
circuits for the three different phases. The 
phase-A connections start with the neutral bus 
N, and include a resistor 63 which is shunted by f 
the‘ make-contact PM of the forward relay F. 
The resistor ‘53 energizes the phase-1i winding 
coils An to‘ All, fromv which the circuit continues, 
through a conductor 65'. The conductor 65 is» 
normally connected to the phase-A supply-bus 
A by means of a back-contact R65 of the revers 
ing relay R, but it may alsov be connected to- the 
phase~C bus C by means of a make-contact R61: 
of the reversing relay R. The phase-C circt ‘to-f 
the linearrmotor starts with a resistor 5d wh-i h is 
shunted by a make-contact Fee of the forward r 
relay 1'". The resistor 68 completes a circuit from 
the neutral bus N- to- the coils (In to G! of the 
motor, and thence to‘ a conductor ‘it. The con- 
ductor ‘it is normally cormectedv to the phase-{2 
bus C through the back-contact R'i-i of the re 
versing relay‘ R, but it maybe connected to the 
phase-A bus A through a make-contact R12 of 
the reversing relayv it. The phase-B coils En to‘ 
Bl of the linear motor are directly connected be“ 
tween the neutral bus and the phase—B bus 23 
of the polyphas'e supply, as shown in Fig. 5. 
In the operation of my device, the ‘race is 

started by the closure of the starting-switch- 4%, 
which energizes the entire equipment. At the‘ 
start, each linear motor is provided with‘ a med-i 
crate polyphase energization in the “forward” 
phase-sequence, so that all of the racing-cars 
ID‘ are started in the forward direction, so as to 
run at a moderate speed, or with amoderate 
driving-force‘ applied thereto, the degree of eneri 

> gization being limited the two resistors 83" 
and 6B in the A-phase and C-phase, respectively, 
of the motor. To win the race, each operator 
must manipulate his‘ own- control pushbutton 55', 
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6 
so as to: try to accelerate his racing-car as. much 
as: possible, but when the operator depresses his 
control-button 5‘5,v he does not know whether a 
positive voltage-impulse will be present in the 
relay-bus" 51,. or whether a negative voltage-im 
pulse will. be‘. present in the relay-bus 512, at the’ 
?rst instant of contact of the pushbutton 55‘. It 
is thusv a matter of chance, whether the “reverse" 
relay R will pick‘ up, in response to the positive» 
impulse bus 5|, or whetherv the: “forward” relay 
Fv will pick up, in response to the negative-im 
pulse bus 52. ’ ‘ 

If the reversing relay R; picks up, it reverses the 
phase-sequence‘ of the polyphase motor-energizer 
tion, at the reversing contacts R66, R61 and RT ll, 
R12, thus, developing a motor-driving force tend 
ing to drive the racing-car in. the backward direc 
tion. As soon as the car commences to retard, 
as a result. of the energization of the reversing 
relay R, the. operator, of course, releases‘ the 
pushb'utton 55 as soon as he can, after which 
the reversing: relay R drops out and restores the 
original connections. 

If, however, the‘ “forward” relay F picks up, 
its contacts F64 and. F69 cut out the resistors 63 
and 68, thus increasing. the amount of voltage 
which is effectively applied to the polyphase 
windings of the linear motor, Since a phase 
splitting: means is utilized to obtain a polyphase 

'- source, the phase-differences between the three 
polyphase phases A, B and C is dependent some 
what upon the‘ amount of load-impedance which 
is connected to the several phases A, B and C, and 
hence the cutting out of the resistors 53 and 68 
will also have some phase-shifting sheet, in addi 
tion. to increasing the effective voltage which is 
applied to the motor. The phase-splitter design 
is preferably such that the best approach to a 
symmetrical three-phase system is obtained dur 

. ing the operating-conditions when the resistors 
63‘ and 68 of one or more of the linear-motor‘ com 
binations are cut out, so that the picking up of 
the-“forward” relay F‘ not only increases the ef~ 
fective motor-voltage, but which also makes the 

: power-supply to the motor more nearly a 
balanced three-phase supply, so that both effects 
contribute to cause a stronger forward-driving 
force to be applied to the associated racing-car 
I'D‘. ‘ 

If it were possible to do so, an operator who 
once suceeded in energizing‘ the forward-‘relay F 
of his control-apparatus‘would thereaiter‘keep 
his pushbutton 55 depressed for the rest of the 
race, so that the outcome of the race would not 

, depend upon the skill or judgment of the opera~ 
tor. To prevent this, and to make an interest 
ing game, I have provided a timing relay T which 
is energized only whenever the forward-relay F 
is energized, or rather, ‘which is energized in re 
sponse to the energization of the forward relay 
F, because the forward relay F picks up its make— 
contact F6! in the energizing-circuit of the tim 
ing relay T. The timing relay T then picks up, 
within a suitable; small time, and its back-con 
tact T51 deenergizes the forward relay F, caus 
ing the latter to start to drop out. At the same 
time, the timing relay closes an auxiliary hold~ 
ing~circuit T62 for maintaining the energization 
of the timing relay T after the opening of the 
contact F6!’ of the forward relay. When the for 
ward relay F‘ drops out, it opens its contacts ‘F54 
and F69, which thus r'einsert the resistances 63 
and 68 in the motor-circuits, thus restoring the 
initial operating-conditions. The timer relay T 
‘re-mains energized, however, as long'as the opera 
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tor keeps his'pushbutton '55 depressed, so that 
the operator is forced to release the'pushbutton 
55,"and to try over again, for a favorable chance 
at energizing the forward-relay F, while being 
very quick to release the reversing relay R, if he 
chances to energize that relay, in order to win 
the race. The outcome of the race is thus de 
pendent upon the quickness and skill and good 
judgment of ‘the several operators. ’ 
The forward and reverse relays F and R are 

quickly acting or substantially instantaneous 
pickup relays, which may pick up within 0.003 
second. The dropout-times of these relays are 
somewhat longer, so that the time during which 
either relay remains energized can never be sub 
stantially instantaneous, but must have some 
small ?nite duration. In addition, the time dur 
ing which the forward relay F remains energized 
is dependent not only on the dropout-time of 
the forward relay, but also on the time required 
for the timing relay T to pick up and open its 
back-contact T51. This pickup-time of the tim 
ing relay T may be anything which may be re 
quired, in any particular game-device. In one 
form of game-device which I have built, the 
accelerating force which operates on the light 
racing-car I0 is very ‘great, when the forward 
relay is energized,‘ so that an extremely short 
period of time will give that racing car a strong 
lead over the competitive cars, so that the tim 
ing-relay T which I have used in that particular 
equipment was a high-speed instantaneous relay 
similar ‘to the forward and reverse relays F and 
R, although I am not limited, of course, to this 
particular design of the timing means. 
~ Some means should be provided, for causing 
only one of the forward and reverse relays F and 
R to pick up at any one time, so that both will 
not beenergized at once. One means for bring 
ing about this result is shown in the drawing, 
wherein a very short pickup-time is provided for 
each of the relays F and R, and either relay, 
when it picks up, will quickly de-energize the 
relay-circuit‘ of the other relay, through the 
back-contacts F62 and R59, respectively. 
»An interesting item‘ of detail is provided, as 

shown in Fig. 6, by placing a small electric light 
80 on each car, and energizing the same by an 
induced-voltage means within the car. A very 
convenient form of embodiment for this induced 
voltage means, within the car, is shown in Fig. 6 
wherein the flat armature-plate 36 is provided 
with one or more portions which are bent in 
wardly, toward the inside of the car, as shown 
at 8! , and winding-means 82 are carried by these 
one or more inwardly bent portions 8 I, for consti 
tuting the induced-voltage means for energizing 
the light 80, as shown in Fig. 6. The brilliance 
of the light so depends upon the nature of ener 
gization of the linear-motor driving-means for 
that car, being different according to whether 
the car has its normal, moderately powered, 
forward-drive energization, without either of the 
relays F or R in play, or whether the motor 
has increased-voltage energization as a result of 
an actuation of the forward relay F, or whether 
the motor has a reverse-phase-sequence energi-, 
zation as a result of an operation of the reversing 
relaly R. The brilliance of the light 80 thus 
affords each operator with a visual indication of 
the performance of his car, thus adding increased 
interest, as well as a spectacular display, to the 
game-device. , . 

While I have illustrated my invention in a 
preferred formof embodiment, with very little 
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in the way of ‘concrete suggestions as to alterna 
tive constructions or‘ procedures, I wish it to be 
understood that I am‘ not limited to my speci?c 
illustrations, and I desire that the appended 
claims shall be accorded the broadest interpreta 
tion consistent with their language. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In a game-device, a movable element which 

is to be moved, means for normally moving said 
movable element in a predetermined manner, 
accelerating means for temporarily causing said 
movable element to move at an accelerated speed, 
decelerating means for causing said movable ele 
ment to move at a reduced speed, an on-or-off 
two-position switching means under the substan 
tially instantaneous control of an operator, 
chance-means for causing the on-condition of 
said switching~means to actuate either the ac 
celerating means or the decelerating means, and 
'timing'means for limiting the time to any one 
operating-period of the accelerating means to a 
small part of the total time during which said 
movable element is to be moved. 

2. The invention as de?ned in claim 1, charac 
terized by said chance-means comprising two 
relay-circuits, double-circuit electric-supply 
means for making available two sets of intermit 
tent voltage-impulses for the respective relay 
circuits, one set for each relay-circuit, in such 
manner that the voltage-impulses of one set oc 
cur during moments when there are substantially 
no voltage-impulses in the other set, said switch 
ing-means, in its on-condition, simultaneously 
connecting both of said relay-circuits to said 
double-circuit electric-supply means, said ac 
celerating means and said decelerating means in 
cluding relay-devices having their respective 
control-means in the respective relay-circuits. 

3. The invention as de?ned in claim 1, charac~ 
terized by said chance-means comprising two 
relay-circuits, double-circuit electric-supply 
means for making available two sets of intermit 
tent voltage-impulses for the respective relay 
circuits, one set for each relay-circuit, in such 

, ‘manner that the voltage-impulses of one set oc 
cur during moments when there are substantially 
no voltage-impulses in the other set, said switch 
ing-means, in its on-condition, simultaneously 
connecting both of said relay-circuits to said 
double-circuit electric-supply means, said ac 
celerating means and said decelerating means in 
cluding relay-devices having their respective con 
trol-means in the respective relay-circuits, and 
each relay-device having a quickly operated cir 
cuit-breaking means in the other relay-circuit. 

4. The invention as de?ned in claim 1, charac 
terized by said chance-means comprising two 
relay-circuits, double-circuit electric-supply 
means for making available two sets of intermit 
tent voltage-impulses for the respective relay 
circuits, one set for each relay-circuit, in such 
manner that the voltage-impulses of one set occur 
during moments when there are substantially no 
voltage-impulses in the other set, said switch 
ing-means, in its on-condition, simultaneously 
connecting both of said relay-circuits to said 
double-circuit electric-supply means, said ac 
celerating means and said decelerating means in 
cluding relay-devices having their respective con 
trol-means in the respective relay-circuits, said 
timing-means including a relay-means having its 
control-means operated only when said accelerat 
mg means is operated, and having a circuit-con 
trolling means for bringing about a deenergiza 
tion of the accelerating-mechanism. 
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&5. A chance-device tor ‘selecting- either one of 

'two eventualities, comprising, vin-combination,two 
reiay-circui-ts, double-circuit electric-supply 
means for-making available two sets of intermit 
tent voltage-‘impulses ‘for the respective relay- > 
circuits, “one set qlfor each relay-circuit, in such 
manner thatttheevoltage-timpulses of one set occur 
during moments when there are substantially no 
voltage-impulses in the other set, a circuit 
completing control-device for simultaneously 
connecting :both of said ‘relay-circuits ‘to said 
‘double-circuit electricesupply means, land a sepa 
rate relay-device ‘for each of the two eventuali 
ties, said relay-devices having their respective 
control-means in the respective relay-circuits. 

-6. A chance-device for ‘selecting either one of 
two eventualities, comprising, in combination, 
two relay-circuits, double-circuit electric-supply 
means "for making available two sets of intermit 
tent ‘voltage-impulses ‘for the respective relay 
circuits, one set for each ‘relay-circuit, *in such 
manner that the ‘voltage-impulses of one set oc 
cur during-moments when‘there are substantially 
no ‘voltage-impulses in the other ‘set, ‘a circuit 
comple'ting control-device vvfor simultaneously 
connecting both of said trelay~oircuits~tovsaiddou 
able-circuit ‘electric-supply means, and a separate 
relay-device ‘for each of the two eventualities, 
said relay-devices having their respective ‘con 
trol-means in the respective relay-circuits, and 
each relay-device *having'a quickly opera-ted cir 
cuit-breaking ‘means in the ‘other relay-circuit. 

v‘7. iAlchance-device for selecting either one of 
two :eventualities, comprising, in combination, 
two relayr-c'ircuits, double-circuit electric-supply 
means for making available a set of intermittent 
positive voltage-impulses “for lone relay-circuit 
and a set [of negative ‘voltage-impulses for the 
other relay-circuit, "in such manner-that the volt 
ageeimpulses of {one set occur ‘during moments 
when there are substantially no ‘voltage-impulses 
in :the other set, a circuitpcomp‘letingvcontrol-de 
vice <for simultaneously connecting "both of said 
relay-circuits vto said ‘double-circuit electric-sup 
ply vmeans, and a separate relay-device for each 
of ‘the "two .eventualities, said ‘relay-devices hav 
ing their respectiveioontrolemeans in ‘the respec 
tive yrelaygcirouits. 

'8. 1A chance-device »for selecting either-one of 
two ,eventualities,‘ oneiof avhich ‘is ‘ desired,~~and=the 
other of which is wundesired, said ‘chance-device 
comprising, .in combination, ‘two relay-circuits, 
double-circuit electric-supply :means ifor imaking 

- available :two .sets :of intermittent voltage-im 
pulses for the respective relay-circuits, one set 
for .each relay-circuit, in such ‘manner that 1-the 
voltage-impulses of one set occur during mo 
ments when there are substantially no voltage 
impulses in the other set, _a circuit-completing 
control-device for simultaneously connecting 
both of said re1ay~circuits ‘to saidsdouble-circuit 
electric-supply means, a separate relay-device 
for each’ of the two eventualitiessaid relay-de 
vices having their respective control-means in 
the respective relayecircuitsuanda timing‘. relay 
means having its controlqineans operated only 
when said desired-eventualityrelay-device ‘is, op 
erated, and‘having a circuit-rcontrolling means 
for bringing about a deeneijg‘ization of the de 
sired-eventuality relayedevice. 

9. A chance-device for selecting either :Qneof 
twoieventualities, one of whichisdesired-and the 
other of which is undesiredHsaidchance-device 
comprising, in combination, a separate relay-de 
vice ior each 01’ the two eventualities, an on-or 
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off two-position switching-means under the sub 
stantially instantaneous control of an operator, 
‘chance-means for causing the on-condition of 
said ‘switching-means to actuate either the de 
sired-eventuality‘relay-device or the undesired 
‘eventuality ‘relay-device, and a timing relay 
means 'having its control-means operated only 
when said desired-eventually (relay-device is op 
erated, and {having a circuit-controlling means 
for vbringing about a deenergization of the de 
sired-eventualityrelay-device. > ' ‘ 

“10. A racing-game, comprising a plurality of 
movableracing-elements, a separate raceway Ior 
‘each, asepara-te ‘drive-means and control-means 
for each of the movable racing-elements, each 
drive-means and control-means comprising, in 
combination, normal driving means for normally 
vmoving its own ‘movable racing-element ina-pre 
determined manner, accelerating means-for’tem 
porarily causing said movable elementto move at 
an accelerated speed, v‘decelerating lmeans for 
causing said movable element to move at a re 
ducedspeedan on-or-o?'two-position switching» 
means ‘under the substantially ‘instantaneous 
control of an operator in charge Of that partic 
ular racing-element, chance-means for causing 
the oil-condition of said ‘switching-means to‘ac-I 
tuate either the accelerating means or the de 
celerating means for that racing-element, and 
timing-means (for limiting the time of any one 
operating-period of the accelerating-means to a‘ 
small part of ‘the ‘total time during which said 

movable element is-to vbe moved. ‘ <11. In a-game-deviee,~a movable-element whic 

is to ‘be desirably moved me forward direction,‘ 
forward-drive means (forimparting anormal for 
ward moving-force to saidrmovable element, ac 
celerating vmeans for temporarily‘ imparting an‘ 
increased forward driving-forearm‘ accelerating 
said 'movable element, ‘reverse-drive means‘for 

‘ imparting .a reversed driving-force'to said mov 
able ielement, van on-or-off two-position Switch 
ingr-means under the substantially instantane 
ous control of an operator, vchance-means for 
causing the on-conditien of saidswitching-‘means 
to actuate-eitherthe accelerating means or the 
reverseedriv-e :means, and timing-means ‘for lim- " 
iting-the time-of any‘one-operating-periodvof the 
accelerating ‘means “to a small part 1‘of the total 
time during which said movable element is 1 to be 
moved. ‘ ‘ i ‘ 

112. ‘The - invention‘ as de?ned in ‘claim 10 ; char 
acterizedby theicombination including the ‘nor 
mal i driving ‘means, the accelerating ‘means, i and 
thedeeelerating meanswfor each-‘movable racing 
element ‘comprising a ilinearémotor having a 
stator-element ‘disposed along the path -to be 
traversedi'by its own moving racing-element for 
driving the’ same, Y said-stator-element comprising 
an, elongated flanged 'magneti'zable element hav 
ing ».a iiatflange-side which is separated from 
that partienlar ~movab1e racing-element by an 
ai-rgap, 'the“>ai1'gap-side of said ‘ elongated ?anged 
magnetizable element having notches; and a 
polyphase vwinding comprising , aypluralityy of coils 
disposed in successive notches, eaohwcoil lying in 
aplane VtI‘QJISVGl‘SB‘tOjtIle direction of elongation 
ofksaid elongated magnetizable element, after, the 
manner sofa Grammewrine winding, each racing? 
element‘beins‘ihe secondary member ofits own ' 
linear-motor. 
=1-3sj1‘heinvention ashdeiined in claim l1_,char.-, 

acterized by the‘ combination includingsaidfon 
wardzdrive .means, . .S?id accelerating ‘ ?ltaris, and 
said ‘reverse-drive means comprising a linear 
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motor having a stator-element disposed along the 
pathv to be traversed by said movable element for 
driving the same, said stator-element compris 
ing ‘an elongated ?anged magnetizable element 
having a flat ?ange-side which is separated from 
thevinovable element by an airgap, the airgap 
side of said elongated ?anged magnetizable ele 
ment having'notches, and a polyphase winding 
comprising a plurality of coils disposed in suc 
oessive notches, each coil lying in a plane trans 
verse to the direction of elongation of said elon 
gated ?anged magnetizable element, after the 
manner of a Gramme-ring-winding, said mov 
ableielement being the secondary member of the 
linear-motor. . 

_ 1,4. A linear-motor comprising a movable ele 
ment,- and a runway therefor, said linear-motor 
havingastator-element disposed along the path 
tomébe __traversed by said movable element for 
drivingthe ‘same, said stator-element comprising 
an’ elongated flanged magnetizable element hav 
113g a ?atkj?ange-side which is separated from the 
movable element by an airgap, the airgap-side of 
said elongated ?anged magnetizable element hav 
ingqnotches, and a polyphase winding compris 
ing La ‘plurality’ of coils disposed in successive 
notches,qeac_h coil lying in a plane transverse 
toqthe direction of elongation of saidelongated 
?anged-.magnetizable element, after the manner 
oilGramme-ring winding, said movable element 
beingthe secondary member of the linear-motor. 
3' invention as de?ned in claim 14, char 
acterized by said ‘stator-element including a stack 
ogrmagn?tizable laminations lying against a flat 
?angerside at an angle to the ?ange-side which ‘, \_ 
borders 1 the airgap, whereby said flange-side 
which; borders the airgap constitutes a lateral 
pole-face extension of the airgap-bordering edges 
oiv ‘the ; laminations. ' 
{31716.7 {bracing-game, comprising a plurality of 
movable racing-elements, a separate raceway for 
eaph,-; a “separate linear-motor drive-means for 
eachjof the movable racing-elements, each linear 
motor-‘drive means having a stator-element dis 
posedalong the'path to be traversed by its own 
movingjracing-element for driving the same, said 
startorqelement comprising an elongated magne 
tizable member which is separated from that par 
ticular movable racing-element by an airgap, the 
airgap‘sideof said elongated magnetizable ele 
ment having notches, and a polyphase winding 
com-prisingga'plurality of‘ 00113 disposed inisaid 
notehesyeach;racing-element being the second 
aryzmemb'er of_ its own linear-motor drive-means, 
in combination with va source of polyphase power - 
for-“all; of thejlinear-motor drive-_means, a com 
monjstarting-means for simultaneously apply 
ing ,‘gmoderater'power, in the forward-driving 
phase-sequence, toall of the linear-motor drive 
means,‘ and a separate control-means for each 
ofrjtheglinear-motor drive-means, each control 
m'e'a'nsfcomprising an on-or-oif control-device 
under the substantially instantaneous control of 
an operator for that particular movable racing 
element, chance-means for causing the on-con 
dition of each control-device either to apply in 
creased power to‘ the associated linear-motor 
drive-means in the forward-driving phase-se 
quence or to reverse the phase-sequence of the 
power, applied to said linear-motor drive-means, 
and timing=means for limiting the time during 
which an operator may prolong any single ap 
plication of increased power to his linear-motor 
drive-means. , 

17. A racing-game, comprising a plurality of 
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movable racing-elements, a separate raceway for 
each, a separate linear-motor,drive-meansrfor 
each of the movable racing-elements, each linear 
motor drive-means having a stator-element dis 
posed along the path to be traversed by its own 
moving racing-element vfor driving the same, said 
stator-element comprising an elongated magnet 
izable member which is separated from that par 
ticular movable racing-element by an airgap, 
the airgap-side of said elongated magnetizable 
element having notches, and a polyphase wind 
ing comprising a plurality of coils disposed in 
said notches, each racing-element being the sec 
ondary member of its own linear-motor drive 
means, in combination with a source of polyphase 
power for all linear-motor drive-means, a com 
mon starting-means for simultaneously applying 
moderate power, ‘the forward-driving phase 
sequence, to all of the linear-motor drive-means, 
anda “separate control-means for each of the 
linear-motor drive-means, each control-means 
comprising an » on-or-oif control-device under 
the substantially instantaneous control of an op 
erator for that particular movable racing-ele 

.' ment, chance-means for causing the on-condition 
of each control-device either to apply increased 
power-to the associated linear-motor drive-means 
in the forward-driving phase-sequence or to so 
change; the energization of said linear-motor 
drive-means as to reduce the speed of the as 
sociated movable racing-element, and timing 
means for limiting the time during which an op 
erator may prolong any single application of in 
creased power to his linear-motor drive-means. 
> ' 18. The invention as de?ned in claim 17, char 
acterized by each movable racing-element carry 
in an electric lightand having induced-voltage 
means for energizing said electric light, where 
by the increased brilliance of said light will afford 
visual evidence of the existence of increased 
power conditions. ~ - ‘ - 

19. The invention as de?ned in claim 17, char 
acterized by each movable racing-element carry 
ing an electric light and having induced-voltage 
means for energizing said electric light, where 
by'the increased brilliance of said light will af 
ford visual'evidence of the'existence of increased 
power conditions, the airgap-side'of each‘mov 
able racing-‘element including a ?at armature 
plate having one-or'moreinwardly bent portions, 
andwinding-means carried‘by said ‘one or more 
inwardly bent portions for constituting said in 
ducedevoltagemeans.‘ -" ‘ ' " ' ‘ 
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